
In his space installation La vie en RoseRock, Hamburg artist Thorsten Brinkmann grapples with Richard Wagner and the Nordic legendary figures of Wagner’s operas at a playfully ironic distance. Opening at Pablo's 

Birthday, Friday, September 27th, on the 200th anniversary year of the birth of Richard Wagner, the exhibition LA VIE EN ROSEROCK, closely mirrors the recently closed Brinkmann exhibition MYTHOS WAGNER (The 

Myth of Wagner) held at the Klinger Villa in Leipzig Germany, where curator Dr. Margit  im Schlaa, familiar with Brinkmann's installations and curious how he would respond, invited him to address the complex subject of 

Wagner. 

From the critical essay by Dr. Margit im Schlaa on the occasion of MYTHOS WAGNER (The Myth of Wagner) held at the Klinger Villa in Leipzig Germany :

While preparing the staging of the exhibition Brinkmann extensively  researched Richard Wagner. In doing so, Brinkmann came across a private room in the villa Wahnfried that Wagner had completely  furnished in rose-

colored velvet with rose-bouquets mounted in its corners. 

Alluding to this room, which only  Wagner himself was allowed to enter, Brinkmann created a rose-colored room with three sculptural elements and eight photographs, depicting Wagner as a complex and contradictory  private 

person as well as a public figure who was highly esteemed for The Ring of the Nibelung. 

Brinkmann’s photographic works are essentially references to the principal motives of Wagner’s Ring, namely the two protagonists Siegfried and Brünhilde, the dragon Fafner, the dwarf king Alberich, and the forest birds. 

Furthermore, he presents a sculpture of Nothung, Siegfried’s sword with mysterious magical powers, as well as a female bust, La vie en RoseRock, in reference to Wagner’s private life. Dressed in a delicate rose negligee and 

adorned with a necklace, high heels and a juice squeezer signifying her sex, she can be interpreted as a private fetish of a possibly  bisexual or at least travesty-loving Wagner, who, in unobserved situations, enjoyed wearing 

women’s clothes. 

Brinkmann groups these pieces around the sculpture of Brünhilde’s horse Grane, which, consisting of two birdcages with internalized key-scenes from the Ring, establishes itself as the turning and central point of The Ring of 

the Nibelung. Behind Grane are the female bust as well as Siegfried’s sword – a crutch framed by  two windows, emphasizing that  Siegfried could only become a hero with the help of Nothung – while Brünhilde’s Horse 

Grane is flanked by a photographic staging of Alberich and Fafner, the two greediest characters of the Ring. 

These two are responsible for the curse of the ring, which forces its bearer to relinquish love, and are therefore to be understood as essential Leitmotif of the Ring. Grane’s two owners are placed in front of her: a large, 

photographic self-staging of Brinkmann as Siegfried and Brünhilde hangs from a giant tapestry.  Siegfried and Brünhilde, as a kind of sovereign pair, form the entrance to the exhibition space.
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Surrounded by the principal characters and props of The Ring of the Nibelung, Grane’s function in the centre of the room becomes clear: on the one hand, she is the link between the most important narratives and protagonists 

of the Ring, on the other hand, her dominant position is justified by her symbolism as Brünhilde’s love token to Siegfried. At the end of Götterdämmerung, the Valkyrie burns Siegfried’s remains on a funeral pyre while she 

herself, in a kind of self-sacrifice, rides her horse Grane into the flames so that their mutual love might survive beyond death. 

Brinkmann additionally underlines the individual pieces’ connection of form and content by way of vertical, white-and-pink-colored strips. Nailed onto the walls between the works, they mark the shared space of the 

legendary knight’s world of Wagner’s The Ring of the Nibelungen and its creator like heraldic signs, holding them together as a literally  congenial, visually artistic Gesamtkunstwerk. As such, the perception of the rose-colored 

space staging creates a kind of dislocation, transporting the spectator into the midst of Wagner’s grand, visually overwhelming world.

While creating the mythical figures of Wagner’s Ring, Brinkmann draws from an ever-growing collection of found objects. They  encompass all kinds of discarded second-hand articles; leftovers of bourgeois home décor and 

bulky refuse are re-arranged into collages and photographed by Brinkmann in the setting of his performative self-staging. In doing so, his self-portraits as Brünhilde, Siegfried, Fafner or the dwarf Alberich question – as does 

all his self-staging – the art-historical genre of the self-portrait. The bodies are approximately  dressed according to the historical origins of the character, thereby playing with the collective image-memory by using classical 

compositions of the 16th and 17th centuries as well as familiar images of the modern media culture. 

Nevertheless, the significant attribute of the portrait – the face – is missing; objects such as dented pails, bags, and bits of fabric replace it. The replacing of physiognomy with items allows the face to turn into a mask – one 

that is strange and menacing on the one hand, and bizarre and absurd on the other.

This way, the masking of Wagner’s characters – who within his operas are wild, full of magical powers and superhumanly strong – emphasizes the uncanny and the ominousness of their nature. The character’s surreal and 

Dadaistic-like guises, however, lend their mythical aura a kind of pleasant, humoristic lightness, thereby easing the dark foreboding of Wagner’s mythical world.

In Siggi di Star, therefore, the hero Siegfried wears a black leather jacket with an adaptation of the Superman-logo, a long green skirt and parts of a suit of armor – a helmet and protective sleeves of crumpled aluminum – 

appearing, in this combination of discarded clothing, junk, and modern popular culture, as a character from the modern heroic epic Star Wars. 

Siegfried mutates into Darth Vader, the dark knight who embodies the archetype of the cruel warrior from fairy-tales and heroic epics. With his green skirt, dented helmet and old lace doily  on his left shoulder, however, he 

displays feminine traits. 

The dwarf Alberich appears in L’Alberling Quell as a short version of the Black Knight from Monty Python and the Holy Grail, a 1975 feature film by the British comedy group Monty  Python, which parodies the legend of 

King Arthur and the search for the Holy Grail. 

And as little as one might fear the Black Knight with his chopped-off arms and legs, just as little does one believe in the magical powers of the shrunken, potato-like dwarf king’s helmet. The helmet is a dented can, which, 

beside the hopsack-like garment and the broken broomstick (his lance) contributes especially to Alberich’s appearance as a heart-melting children’s-surprise-trinket-good-mood-gnome. 

The humor and biting irony that Brinkmann carries within Wagner’s characters is also expressed in the titles of his artwork. The word-play and belittlement of the original names – Siegfried becomes Siggi di Star, Alberich 

turns into L’Alberling Quell – turn the mythical referential figures into protagonists of modern comedy-shows, inviting the viewer to allow a contemporary reading of the Wagnerian character-cosmos. One is allowed to meet 

the mythical characters as an equal, fearlessly  and without dread of their over dimensional cultural proportion. With the wink and smile of a media-friendly user, one can overcome the inhibitions many a culture enthusiast 

might harbor against the Wagnerian oeuvre as the epitome of serious, classical music. 

Dr. Margit im Schlaa, curator at the Klinger Villa, Leipzig. 

Translated by Sophie Strohmeier.




















